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POWERFUL, FLEXIBLE, DYNAMIC



AWARD WINNING DESIGN

PostBase Ten is simply incredible at managing 

your daily postage tasks simply and easily.

We designed PostBase Ten to be intuitive and 

familiar to the user, allowing you to simply 

operate the machine as you would your 

smartphone, tablet or PC.

Super fast at up to 90 mailings per minute in 

dynamic and up to 110 in non-dynamic mode, 

saving you time and money. 

The PostBase Ten Dynamic franking system unites 

high-tech with modern, award-winning design.

INNOVATIVE POSTAGE METER  
TECHNOLOGY  

One-Button-Technology is at the heart of the PostBase 
range of franking machines, our icon driven touchscreen 
menu means that you instantly know how to use it.

The PostBase Ten carries out its first installation  
independently thanks to helpful on screen guides.

A LAN-interface enables lightning-fast software updates, 
postage rates and new advertising slogans online. 

We designed PostBase Ten to have intuitive operation. A 
4.3-inch colour touch-display easily guides the user to the 
desired action. Easy to use for the first time user and for 
multiple users. 

In addition to its easy-to-use design, the PostBase Ten is 
the quietest machine in its class, for a calm work 
envi ronment and minimal stress.



The modular PostBase Ten can be adapted to grow with 
your individual business requirements at any time.

Envelope sealer, automatic feeder, dynamic scale and  
a high-volume envelope stacker can easily be connected to 
the existing base unit. Memory for additional advertising 
slogans or cost-accounts can also be expanded making the 
PostBase Ten truly flexible.

FLEXIBLE | EXPANDABLE

01
Automatic feeder 
Perfect impressions even on  
thick or unevenly-filled envelopes 
The PostBase Ten guarantees 
smooth, reliable processing of mail 
up to 10mm thick.

02
Envelope sealer
Quickly and securely seals your mail 
automatically as it's processed 
through the system.

03
Dynamic scale 
Ideal for efficient processing  
of mixed mail. PostBase Dynamic 
determines the size and weight of 
envelopes and automatically franks 
the correct postage. Up to 90 letter/
minute depending on format.

04
Postage meter with label dispenser
Electronic inkjet postage system 
that combines award-winning 
design and customer focussed 
operation all in a small footprint.

05
Integrated static scale
Accurate precision weighing for 
large letters or small packages. The 
7kg scale also offers differential 
weighing

06
Collecting tray
Mail is neatly stacked ready for 
despatch



ADVANCED | SIMPLICITY
POSTBASE TEN DYNAMIC

ONE BUTTON
With just one button and a colour 
touchscreen, PostBase Ten is simple 
and easy to use with its icon driven 
menu system. 

PLUG & PLAY
Future proof configuration, two 
USB-ports and a high-speed LAN 
connection as well as Wi-Fi and 3G 
options.

INTUITIVE OPERATION 
PostBase Ten was designed with 
operators in mind, intuitive and 
simple to use, PostBase Ten guides 
users through operation.

HIGH CAPACITY LETTER STACKER
Unique in this segment, the optional 
mail stacker can hold up to 10kg and 
has space for approx. 250 C6/5 letters.

ADJUSTABLE VIEW
The large colour touch-screen can be 
adjusted to six ergonomically optimal 
positions for the perfect view.

PROFESSIONAL APPEARANCE 
Select two adverts or an advert  
plus SMS-text. Display your logo and 
customised messages on every mail 
piece.

HIGH-SPEED WEIGHING 
The dynamic scale recognises  
envelope size and shape “on-the-
fly” and sends the information  
to the postage meter which calculates 
the right postage ready for printing, 
all at up to 90 letters per minute.

NETWORKED | CONNECTED

NAVIGATOR PLUS SOFTWARE GIVES 
YOU TOTAL CONTROL OVER YOUR 
POSTAGE SPEND

The unequalled PostBase Navigator Plus Software makes  
operating and configuring your PostBase postage meter 
even simpler and faster as well as allowing you to report 
on every mail piece.

Print, display and export cost account data into your 
preferred accounting system. 
 
Simply use your existing PC or laptop as a “remote control” 
for your PostBase or use with a tablet PC – with a standard 
USB connection. The result is the world’s biggest postage 
meter display: PostBase comfort in XXL.
 
At the same time, use the Navigator Software to review all 
data registered in your PostBase and print reports or lists 
at the press of a button. Postage can be analysed by postal 
product, by weight or by user, the timing can be adjusted 
flexibly. Reports can also be exported to common office 
software programmes in CSV-format allowing you to 
import it into your accounting software for analysis.

LATEST TECHNOLOGY
The PostBase Ten Dynamic system is 
the latest in the range of PostBase 
franking systems from FP, with 
blistering dynamic franking speeds 
and simple to use interface.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Colours

Housing colours Platinum blue

 
** requires MS Window operating system

Specifications subject to change. Colours shown in photos and images may 
slightly deviate from the true colour.

Hardware

Colour touch display

Printer technology

Maximum envelope thickness

Label dispenser

Standard envelope tray

Envelope stacking box

Manual envelope sealer

Automatic feeder with integrated envelope sealer

PostBase Ten: Performance with dynamic weighing (items/min)

PostBase Ten: Performance without dynamic weighing (items/min)

Integrated scale – capacity in kg/differential weighing

Dynamic Scale

Connectivity – Highspeed-LAN

Wi-Fi and 3G connectivity

Software

NavigatorBasic** (PC-control software)

NavigatorPlus** (costs management)

Access protection by PIN

Cost accounts standard | max

Adverts capacity

Programmable speed-buttons

SMS texts

PostBase Ten

yes

Inkjet

10mm

yes

yes

optional

optional

optional

up to 90

up to 110

5kg | 7kg option / yes

optional

yes

optional

yes

optional

yes

100 | 250

30

20

12 


